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Preparing for the end now can save
your loved ones plenty of heartache—
and money—later on. These practical
tips will help get you started.
BY
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Get Your House
in Order

1

Prepare a will

Death is one of those
things many of us avoid
thinking about until it’s
absolutely necessary—it’s
often too sad, too scary, too
morbid. A 2018 Angus Reid
survey showed that more
than half of Canadian adults
don’t have a signed will or
personal directives. When
asked why, many respond
ents said they thought they
were too young. But you can
save your family extra heart
ache by planning and bud
geting for your end-of-life
decisions early. Ian Mac
Donald, an independent
funeral planner in Halifax,
believes the purpose of a
funeral is to help the living.
“You’re helping them transi
tion from life with someone
they love to life without,” he says.

2

Form an advanced care plan

At the same time you’re moving
forward in life—saving up for your first
house or your kids’ education—you
should be planning for the end of your
life. Even in your 30s, it’s smart to have
an advanced care plan, which outlines
what you’ll tolerate in terms of medical
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care and life support, what should hap
pen to your body, and how you want to
be celebrated. An advanced care plan
eliminates the guesswork involved in
end-of-life decisions and, once some
one’s gone, allows people to grieve
instead of scrambling to make funeral
decisions. “If you have life insurance,”
MacDonald says, “you should probably
have end-of-life planning.”

3

Save for
your funeral

A burial plot and marker
might cost another $7,000,
Like most milestone events,
depending on how desir
how much a funeral costs
able the real estate is. Many
It can be
depends on how elaborate
life insurance policies
cheaper to
it is. Even a mid-range
shop online include funeral insurance,
funeral can cost as much
while some people instead
for urns.
as a downpayment on a
make their own arrange
This one, from
house—and many people
ments with funeral homes,
casketoutlet.ca,
costs $175.
prepaying into a trust.
don’t want to surprise their
Whatever you decide, it’s
loved ones with the bill.
useful to do some research
Prices vary, but Brett Wat
son, president of the
and go in with an idea of
Funeral Services Associa
what you’d like—no matter
tion of Canada, estimates the average how uncomfortable it may seem. “This
funeral-home package—including is an industry that’s there for profit,”
embalming, a casket, flowers, music says MacDonald, “and you want to get
and catering—costs around $10,000. good value for your money.”

PRICE
CHECK

Green Your Death

A growing number of Canadians are making their end-of-life plans more environmentally friendly. Direct cremation, for example, skips the embalming
process, which often requires toxic chemicals. It costs an average of $2,500
and can involve scattering the remains or burying them in a biodegradable
urn. Alkaline hydrolysis, or flameless cremation, uses water, pressure and
sometimes heat to dissolve the remains. Finally, there’s direct-to-earth burial,
which also dispenses with embalming and involves depositing the remains
straight into the plot, either in a shroud or a biodegradable casket.
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Hire a Death Doula

Chelsea Peddle is a death doula: one of
dozens of professionals in Canada who
provide emotional and practical guid
ance for people near death and for their
families. She earned her credentials
at Dawson College, in Vancouver, but
was originally set on this path at age 15
when her father died of an aggressive
brain tumour. The experience had
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initially left Peddle with a crushing fear
of illness and death. “I know what it’s
like to feel lost and to not know what
benefits and resources are available,”
she says, “or even how to be with
someone who’s dying.”
About half of Peddle’s clients today
are in palliative care. Many are under
going treatments, such as chemother
apy, for terminal illnesses. Every one
of them is simply trying to wrap their
head around the process of
dying. She acts as a sound
ing board, directs them to
resources, and helps them
cope with the big emotions
that come with knowing
you’re going to die. “Some
times there’s a sense of
unfairness,” she says, “but
a lot of the time there’s also
this amazing level of
acceptance.”
Facing death is often
harder for the families.
One of Peddle’s clients, for
example, was recently car
ing for her sick mom in the
U.S., living away from her
family in Victoria, B.C., and
felt guilty and conflicted for
wanting the whole thing to
be over already. Peddle
helped her process those
tough feelings and release
the shame she was holding.
“She had no idea that it was
an entirely normal way to

Personalize Your Memorial
Gregory Williams, a
tattoo artist, carver,
musician and member
of the Haida nation
based in Skidegate,
B.C., has always been
fascinated by tattoos.
“For me,” he says, “tattooing is understanding our past, living for
the present and dreaming of the future.”
Williams’ daughter,
Kaiya, was diagnosed
with neuroblastoma,
an aggressive cancer
that targets nerve cells,
at age five. Kaiya was
smart, spunky and
stubborn. She loved
art and music and her

home on Haida Gwaii
in B.C. She went into
remission once but
died in 2013, when she
was 10. “When she
passed, I thought my
heart was going to
stop,” Williams says.
Like many people,
he saw an opportunity
to use the art he loves to
cope with his grief.
Williams got several
tattoos in honour of
Kaiya, mixing his
daughter’s ashes into
the ink. One forearm
tattoo depicts a raven,
which represents his
family’s clan and Kaiya’s
heritage. He also has a

feel,” Peddle says. “She was so relieved
that it didn’t make her a horrible per
son and that she wasn’t alone.’”
During the pandemic, Peddle has
had to figure out new ways to do her
job: she can’t sit by a client’s bedside
or visit their homes. Instead, she’s
learned to build a level of trust and
communication over video sessions.
At the same time, she’s noticed more
people facing the inevitability of death,
creating advanced care plans and

tattoo of a spirit face
on his throat—the
placement represents
her love of singing and
music, and the subject
represents her move
from the physical to the
spiritual realm.
“At times it’s difficult
for me to do anything
because I feel guilty
about why I get to live,”
Williams explains.
Looking at the tattoos
reminds him to live for
his family. “They give
me the strength that I
need to not only move
on, but to remember
Kaiya for who she was
as a person.”

wills. “The veil on death has been
pulled back,” she says. “The fact that
death can visit anybody, regardless of
their age, is more apparent now.”

PRICE CHECK
Most death doulas charge

$30-$80
per hour.
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Don’t Leave Loose Ends
THE ESTATE PLANNER
Willful.co
Founder Kevin Oulds created Willful,
his Toronto startup, in 2017 after his
uncle died and left him to deal with
a complicated estate. Using Oulds’
web service, will creation is as fast,
cheap and secure as online banking
or grocery shopping: you answer
specific questions about your assets,
family status and life situations, and
then the app generates a legally
sound estate plan. The whole process
takes about 20 minutes—and all but
eliminates the need for stratospherically priced estate lawyers, who may
charge between $200 and $500 per
hour. From $99.

THE DIGITAL LOCKBOX
Everplans.com
Gone are the days when family members had to ransack boxes and bank
accounts to sort out their loved ones’
affairs. Instead, Everplans serves as a
one-stop shop where meticulous
planners can securely store all of their
essential documents for their families
to access after they die. Financial
information, digital passwords, life
insurance policies—they all go here
and can be accessed by designated
executors. US$75 per year.
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THE MILLENNIAL
MANUAL
Joincake.com
The sleek and sunny end-of-life
planning service designed by MIT
brainiac Suelin Chen is largely
targeted at 20- and 30-somethings
seeking a head start on their end-oflife planning. Users fill out a profile,
dating-site style, selecting how
they want to deal with their medical
care, legal documents and social
media accounts. Cake is also
stacked with breezy, approachable
resources to educate users about
matters like life insurance and power
of attorney. Free.

THE MESSAGING
SERVICE
SafeBeyond.com
This site gives users the chance to
contact their loved ones from beyond
the grave—no Ouija board required.
With Safebeyond, clients can create
personalized videos, voice messages
and letters for their families and
friends to be delivered once they’re
gone, either immediately after their
death, on a specific date (say a wedding or birthday ), or even a public
goodbye to be released on social
media. From US$4 per month.

STEP 1: THE CRITERIA
Not every patient is eligible
for MAID. First, patients
have to be at least 18 and
determined by a physician
to be mentally competent.
Next, they must have a
grievous or irremediable
medical condition. “That
means they have to be in an
advanced state of decline
that cannot be reversed,
they have to be experien
cing unbearable physical or
mental suffering and their
natural death has to be rea
sonably foreseeable,” says
Helen Long, the CEO of
Dying With Dignity Canada.

STEP 2: THE ASSESSMENT

Pick the Right Time

Four years ago, the federal government
passed Bill C-14, the landmark legisla
tion that empowered Canadians to
seek medical assistance in dying, or
MAID. And last year, more than 5,600
people availed themselves of this right.
But what does the legislation mean for
patients and caregivers? Here’s a look
at the ins and outs of physicianassisted death.

Anyone who wants a
physician-assisted death is
required to make a written
request confirming they’re
mentally competent and not
subject to undue influence.
Depending on the region, an official
form may be required. The request also
requires two witnesses who meet cer
tain criteria—for example, they must
not benefit financially from the MAIDrequester’s death. After the form is
completed, you can see a doctor or, in
some provinces, a nurse practitioner.
You will also need to undergo two
assessments with whoever you choose
to make sure you meet the criteria.
rd.ca
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STEP 3: THE LOCATION
MAID can take place wherever the
patient is most comfortable. According
to the federal government, 35.2 per
cent of MAID patients died in their
homes in 2019, while 36.3 per cent
died in hospital, 20.6 per cent died in
a palliative care facility and 6.9 per
cent died in a residential care facility.

STEP 4: THE PROCEDURE
Before going ahead with MAID, you’re
typically required to wait at least 10
days to ensure it’s what you want.
Then, if you still decide to complete the
procedure, you need to find a doctor
who’s willing to do it. The medications
for MAID are administered intrave
nously and designed for a peaceful and
painless death. Many physicians use a
cocktail of midazolam, propofol and
rocuronium: the first puts the patient
to sleep, the second sends them into a
deep coma and the third is a muscle
blocker that stops the heart.

STEP 5: THE END
A scheduled death can allow people to
say goodbye in the way they want.
According to Helen Long, a MAID is
often like a celebration of life—except
the guest of honour gets to be there. “A
friend of my dad had a classic car, and
he and his son went for one last drive
around the neighbourhood,” she says.
“Once a person makes a decision, it’s
often a very freeing experience for
them. It gives them back their control.”
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Don’t Let a Pandemic
Get in the Way
of Your Send-Off
There’s currently a pandemic prohibi
tion on packed funeral homes, drop-in
shivas or any other form of traditional
grieving. To give mourners a chance
to say goodbye to their loved ones,
funeral planners are coming up with
creative, comforting and surprisingly
moving new memorial services. Here’s
a sampling:

THE ROBOT
Humanoid robots can clean our bath
rooms, serve us sushi and, in the age
of COVID, stand in for us at funerals.
At places like the Turner and Porter
Funeral Home in Toronto and the
Saskatoon Funeral Home, remote
mourners can use an on-site droid,
which is basically a tablet mounted on
a scooter, to zip around and chat with

the deceased’s loved ones via the tab
let’s webcam. R2D2 would be proud.

THE ZOOM FUNERAL
These days, the phrase “Zoom funeral”
is almost redundant—nearly every
memorial service is available via live
stream or video conference. When the
pandemic hit, former Shopify staffer
Effie Anolik saw an opportunity in the
Zoom boom. Her startup, PlanAFu
neral.com, works directly with families
and funeral planners to organize livestreamed and recorded memorial
services: she and her staff will create a
custom service, deliver invitations, set
up slide shows and videos, organize
speakers and—best of all—handle all
that pesky tech.

the drive-through
In 2020, we’ve figured out how to do
pretty much anything from the com
fort and COVID safety of our cars: visit
art events, gawk at zoo animals and,
yes, mourn our dead. At Tubman
Funeral Home in the village of Kars,
near Ottawa, mourners can attend a

drive-in funeral service in the parking
lot. The service is broadcast via an FM
radio station. Afterward, cars line up
and proceed through a multi-step vis
itation: first stop is signing the condo
lence book (there’s plenty of hand
sanitizer on deck); then they roll up to
the casket to pay their respects for a
minute or so before moving on.

THE PROCESSIONAL
Just because we can’t all grieve together
in person right now doesn’t mean we
can’t still support neighbours and
friends. Back in March, Father Paul
Lundrigan, a Catholic priest, was pre
siding over a funeral in Flatrock, a New
foundland hamlet with a population of
around 1,700. Restrictions at the time
meant only immediate family could
attend. As they drove to the gravesite,
they noticed that there were about 70
cars lined up along the route, flashing
their lights in a gesture of shared grief
as the hearse passed them by. If we’re
facing more lockdowns in the near
future, a processional is a heartwarm
ing way to show solidarity. 
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